Measuring the radial elasticity of carbon nanotube yarns
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Abstract

Carbon nanotube yarn, one of the most important macroscopic architectures of carbon nanotubes, displays ultrahigh stiffness in axial direction yet remarkable softness in the radial deformation. However, in contrast to the axial mechanical behavior that has been extensively studied, the mechanical response to load applied in the radial direction, which is of fundamental importance to perform the material functions, was less explored. In this work, an experimental approach is developed to measure the radial elastic modulus of the carbon nanotube yarns with microscopic mechanisms elucidated by theoretical analysis. It is found that the measured radial elastic modulus increases with the increasing of the cycle loading number and the twist density of the carbon nanotube yarns, suggesting the tunability of the radial elasticity of carbon nanotube yarn by mechanical loading. Furthermore, a hierarchical model is proposed to explain the abovementioned structure-property relationship, revealing that the curvy, entangled, locally bundling nature strongly modulates the radial elastic modulus of the carbon nanotube yarns. This work not only provides essential insight in the radial deformability of carbon nanotube yarns, but also develops a method that could be applied to measure the radial mechanical properties of other microfibers.

© 2019 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The development of high-performance, light-weight, and multifunctional fibrous materials has been continuously driven by the increasing industrial demands for aerospace, civil and other related applications. Recent advances in large-scale synthesis of high-quality sp² carbon nanostructures such as carbon nanotubes (CNTs) and graphene open new dimensions of material design from the bottom up [1–5]. In the view of mechanical performance, CNT is a promising candidate for constructing fibrous materials as it provides exceptional tensile stiffness and strength. The one-dimensional tubular geometry and inter-tube cohesion naturally promote the assembling process of CNTs into carbon nanotube yarn (CNTY) [6] that is an oriented assembly of CNTs with exceptional axial mechanical performance benefiting from the strong covalent carbon-carbon bonds [7]. Diverse applications of CNTYs have been proposed, such as reinforcing composites, artificial muscles, energy harvester [8–12]. In most of the aforementioned applications, the radial deformation mode plays an essential role in fulfilling the material functions.

For CNT, the axial elastic modulus is in the order of 1000 GPa, while the radial elastic modulus is only about 30 GPa [13,14]. Similarly, the radial elastic modulus of CNTYs is expected to be much softer than the axial one (in the order of 10–100 GPa) [15]. For example, evidence for the softness of CNTYs in the radial direction has been reported in experiments of CNTYs under twist-induced pressure [11]. The axial tensile properties of CNTYs have been widely studied. Furthermore, Zu et al. recently measured the axial compressive properties of CNTYs using the tensile recoil measurement [16]. However, compared with these axial mechanical properties of CNTYs that have been well studied, the mechanical resistance of CNTYs to radial loads, which is fundamentally important to enable material functions, was less explored. Mechanical test on CNTYs in the radial direction is challenging for the small diameter and remarkable roughness of CNTYs. By performing transverse compression, Li et al. first measured the radial mechanical properties of CNTYs, which capture a nonlinear and inelastic behavior [17]. While considering the microstructural complexity of CNTYs that may be affected by varying factors, such as, twist density and cycle loading, a comprehensive understanding as well as a quantitative modelling of the radial deformability of CNTYs is fundamental as well as highly desirable.

In this work, we developed a compression test to measure the radial elasticity of CNTYs. The radial elastic moduli of CNTYs with different twist densities under different numbers of cycle loading
are extracted from the experimental measurements by applying the extension of the Hertz model, which are compared favorably with natural rubber. The radial stiffness increases with the increasing of twist density and cycle loading number, suggesting the radial elasticity can be efficiently modulated by mechanical twist and cycle loadings. Finally, theoretical analysis was performed to capture the essential physics of radial elasticity, which reveals that the soft radial deformability of CNTYs mainly results from their wavy and loose structures.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Fabrication and microstructures of CNTYs

CNTYs were prepared from carbon multi-walled nanotubes (MWNTs) drawn from MWNT forests with the height of about 300 μm. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images and transmission electron microscope (TEM) showed that the outer diameter of MWNTs with about 8 walls is about 10 nm, although there is considerable size dispersion of MWNTs. For the fabrication of CNTYs, MWNT sheets were drawn from the forest and then assembled into a 20-cm-long and 4-cm-wide sheet stack with MWNTs aligned along the length direction. Afterwards, each end of a MWNT sheet stack was attached by an adhesive tape and then manually rolled the stack into a MWNT cylinder. The cylinder attaching to a motor at its top was then suspended vertically by applying about 30 MPa of stress at the bottom end. We inserted twist along the central axis of this cylinder from its top end while preventing the rotation of its bottom end, thus enabling investigation of the effects of twist density on the radial elasticity of CNTYs. More details of the growth of CNTs and preparation of CNTYs can be found in our previous work [11].

2.2. Radial elastic modulus characterized by compression experiments

Samples of length 1 cm were cut from the prepared CNTYs by a razor blade. The diameter of each CNTY sample was measured by SEM before the sample was tested under radial compression. Two CNTY samples were placed parallelly on one wafer substrate with a separation distance of about 0.5 cm and then covered with another slice of wafer. Note here that the sample ends were attached on substrate by tapes to prevent the untwist of CNTYs. As the wafers slice of wafer. Note here that the sample ends were attached on substrate by tapes to prevent the untwist of CNTYs. The asperities of the CNTY, which is also observed in similar radial compression experiments on other cylindrical materials [20].

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Typical mechanical responses of CNTYs under radial loads

As illustrated in Fig. 1a, we first probed the radial deformation of a CNTY sample with a diameter of 166 μm and twist density of 750 turns/m under radial loads by using micro-compression tests (Sample details are summarized in Table 1). The typical morphology and force-displacement (F–Δ) curve of a CNTY (the displacement is that under the load) are shown in Fig. 1b–c. We can find that the force initially increases with the deformation slowly, and then almost linearly increases with the deformation. It could be inferred that the initial non-linear behavior of the CNTY under radial compression is attributed to the flattening of the surface asperities of the CNTY, which is also observed in similar radial compression tests on other cylindrical materials [20].

3.2. Effect of cycle and twist loading on the radial elastic modulus of CNTYs

Furthermore, we explored the radial deformation behaviors of CNTYs with varying twist densities under cycle loading. Fig. 2 shows that the radial elastic modulus of CNTYs depends greatly on the cycle number. The values of the radial elastic modulus increase initially and then converge to a steady value as the cycle number increases. The CNTYs with twist density of 750 turns/m also exhibited a similar effect (32.4% increasing of the radial elastic modulus from 22.2 MPa to 29.4 MPa), implying that the stiffening behavior resulting from cycle loading is independent of the special experimental samples used.
Meanwhile, it should be noted that, as summarized in Table 1, the values of radial elastic modulus increase as the twist density increases, suggesting the tunability of the radial stiffness of CNTYs by twist loading. More specifically, the initial (steady) values of radial elastic moduli go up from 12.3 (20.3) MPa to 22.2 (29.4) MPa for CNTYs with twist density of 750 turns/m and 1500 turns/m, respectively. In addition, the initial (steady) values of specific radial elastic moduli of CNTYs with twist densities of 750 and 1500 turns/m are calculated as 15.4 (25.4) and 20.2 (26.7) MPa/(g/cm³) from the corresponding radial elastic moduli and densities as shown in Table 1, indicating that the specific radial elastic moduli of CNTYs also increase with both twist density and cycle number of loading. Similar to the previous observation of strain hardening behavior of polymer nanocomposites, liquid crystal elastomers, and graphene films under dynamical loading [21–23], the microstructure-evolution-induced radial stiffening in CNTYs could be effectively actuated once applying mechanical twist and cycle loadings, the underlying mechanism of which will be discussed later. In addition, it could be found that, in contrast to the axial Young’s modulus of CNTYs in the order of 10–100 GPa, the radial elastic modulus of the CNTYs is about 3–4 orders lower than axial one (Fig. 3), suggesting the extreme elastic anisotropy as well as ultra-soft nature of radial deformation in CNTYs and thus there are plenty room in CNTYs to endow the material with multifunction.

### 3.3. Theoretical analysis

To elucidate the correspondence between the mechanical...
responses of CNTYs under radial loading and their microstructures, we constructed a theoretical model for the CNTYs based on experimental evidence. Specifically, based on TEM and SEM images of the cross-section and the longitudinal section morphologies of CNTYs (Fig. 4a–b), the microstructures of CNTYs are illustrated in Fig. 4c, consisting of inter-connected bundles (with averaged about 25 MWNTs per bundle). The bundles branch out (forking) and merge in (bundling) throughout the assemblies, making an extended, inherently interconnected network [25]. The microstructural evolution under radial loading involves compressing the solid region of closely packing MWNT shells like graphite as well as deforming the hollow region in bundles and inter-bundles. Therefore, the contributions on the radial stiffness of CNTYs could be divided into two parts, that are (1) solid region of closing packing CNT shells and (2) hollow region including void spacing in bundles and inter-bundles. Compared to the compressive deformation of the solid region, the hollow region in the CNTYs is stabilized by its microstructural hierarchy of bending, folding and wrinkling and thereby could exhibit much lower stiffness, which is expected to dominate the radial softness of CNTYs especially with low density. Under these arguments, we rationalize the mechanisms through a Reuss model to infer the effective elastic modulus of the CNTYs. In the model (Fig. 4d), the two sets of springs represent the elasticity of the solid region (spring 1) and hollow region (spring 2), respectively. The stiffnesses of these two springs \( k_1 \) and \( k_2 \) as well as their overall stiffness \( k \) are given as

\[
k_1 = \frac{E_1 A}{L_1}
\]

\[
k_2 = \frac{E_2 A}{L_2}
\]

\[
k = k_1 k_2 / (k_1 + k_2) = \frac{E_1 A}{(L_1 + L_2)}
\]

where \( E_{1,2} \) and \( L_{1,2} \) are the Young’s moduli and lengths of the springs 1–2 that share the same equivalent cross-section area \( A \), respectively. In addition, \( V_1 = A \times L_1 \), \( V_2 = A \times L_2 \), and \( V = A \times (L_1 + L_2) \) are the equivalent volumes of springs 1–2, and their overall volume, respectively. The overall density is \( \rho = (p_1 V_1 + p_2 V_2)/V \), where \( p_1 \) and \( p_2 \) are the densities of solid and hollow regions, respectively. Since the structures of closing packing MWNT shells are similar to the structures of graphite and the hollow regions are assumed to be massless, thus \( p_1 = 2.26 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) and \( p_2 = 0 \text{ g/cm}^3 \) were adopted in this analysis. Combining Eqs. (4)–(6), the radial elastic modulus \( E_r \) is derived as

\[
E_r = \frac{E_1 E_2}{E_1 (1 - \rho/p_1) + E_2 \rho/p_1}
\]

Unlike the constant value of \( E_1 \) (36.5 GPa for graphite) [26], \( E_2 \) could be expected to increase with the overall density \( \rho \) increasing. Without loss of generality, here we assumed that \( E_2 = c (\rho/p_1)^n \), where \( c \) is a pre-factor and \( n \) is the power-law coefficient. Hence, Eq. (7) can be rewritten as

\[
E_r = E_1 c (\rho/p_1)^n / [E_1 (1 - \rho/p_1) + c (\rho/p_1)^{n+1}]
\]

Eq. (8) is a two-parameter function with definite physical meaning, which was used to fit the experimental data. Combining
Eq. (8) and experimental measurement of $\rho$ and $E_r$ of CNTYs, the parameters $c$ and $n$ are calculated as 40.6 MPa and 1.6, respectively, and the theoretical prediction is given in Fig. 4d. With the extension of the theory, radial elasticity of CNTYs with a wide range of densities is predicated as shown in Fig. 4d, where the upper limit is 36.5 GPa for graphite with a density of 2.26 g/cm$^3$ [26]. From these analysis and prediction, one could expect to enhance the radial rigidity of CNTYs by improving either their packing and alignment to increase the density ($\rho$) of CNTYs, or inter-tube, inter-bundle interactions and topologies (for example, by chemical crosslinks or irradiations) to increase the stiffness of hollow region ($c, n$). This explanation could be also given to CNTYs under cycle loading. With these improvements, the mechanical resistance of radial deformation of CNTYs could be enhanced.

4. Conclusion

In summary, an experimental approach is developed to probe the radial elasticity of CNTYs by considering their microstructural characteristics. Ultra-soft radial moduli of CNTYs are measured, suggesting the ultra-soft nature of radial deformability of CNTYs and thus there are plenty room in CNTYs to fill the material functions. The curvy, entangled, locally bundling morphologies of CNTs strongly modulate the radial elasticity of their yarns, reducing the apparent radial elastic modulus significantly. The underlying mechanism is elucidated by analyzing microstructural evolution in the CNTYs. This work not only provides a quantitative understanding of the radial deformability of CNTYs, but also provides methods to tune their microstructures as well as the radial elasticity by mechanical twist and cycle loading.
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